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One month before the US-led attack on Iraq in March 2003 British journalist Roy 
Greenslade wrote a column in the Guardian which noted Rupert Murdoch’s 
‘unerring ability to choose editors across the world who think just like him.’ 1 
Greenslade added: ‘How else can we explain the extraordinary unity of thought 
in his newspaper empire about the need to make war on Iraq?’ A similar point 
was made by a former editor, Andrew Neil, who told a House of Lords inquiry 
that ‘there were more discordant voices [on Iraq] in the Bush administration than 
there were in the Murdoch empire, and that is just the way he runs things’ (Neil, 
2008, p. 15) . This study takes a political economy approach as its basis for a 
study of the editorial practice of a global media corporation with a dominant 
owner who has a relatively clear ideological position, expressed in this case in 
the extent of support for the 2003 coalition attack on Saddam Hussein.  
 
The article focuses on commentary columns and editorials relating to the build 
up to and early days of the invasion of Iraq in three countries: Australia, the 
United Kingdom, and the United States. It finds that while there was a high 
degree of editorial agreement in coverage of Iraq across the News Corporation 
empire, there was certainly not uniformity. On the contrary, we note greater 
variation of opinion and viewpoints expressed on the merits of the Iraq 
intervention within the News Corporation media outlets than the above 
comments might suggest. More, too, than standard political economy models of 
news media bias usually allow.  
 
We find instead significant differences in the style and content of commentary as 
between outlets servicing different sectors of the audience, such as elite, mid-
market and populist; and differences too between countries, reflecting the 
different political cultures which prevail in Australia, the United States and the 
United Kingdom respectively. While these differences do not negate the political 
economy assumption that those who own the means of cultural production 
desire to control its outputs, they reinforce the need for an understanding of the 
limitations placed on proprietorial control by the realities of the media market in 
a globalised news culture (McNair 2006, pp. 3-4). 
 
News Corporation in Australia, the UK and the USA 
 
In the media systems of the United States, the United Kingdom and Australia, 
News Corporation has a significant presence. In Britain, even after the closure of 
the News Of The World following the July 2011 phone hacking scandal, the 
newspapers published by News International constitute 35 per cent of national 
newspaper circulation. In Australia, the equivalent share is 70 per cent.  In the 
United States, News Corporation presence in the news media is relatively small 
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though with the emergence of Fox News it is increasingly influential well beyond 
its mere size with one study finding that Fox News was amongst one sample the 
most trusted among five leading US TV news organizations (Jensen, 2010). In this 
article we undertake a comparative study of the editorial stances of News 
Corporation’s media outlets in these three countries in order to see how unified 
or diverse they were in the months before the attack on Iraq.  
 
This is a study of the journalism of opinion and comment, taking Van Dijk’s 
point that ‘the editorial is the formulation place for newspaper ideologies’ (1991, 
p. 150) and not of news coverage. It includes six major News Corporation outlets 
(five newspapers and a cable television channel) in three countries listed. These 
are the London Times, the Sun, the New York Post, The Australian and the 
Melbourne Herald Sun. The sixth outlet is the US cable channel Fox News where 
we studied two high rating commentary-based programs, The O’Reilly Factor and 
Hannity and Colmes. Both programs are political talk shows with high profile 
hosts. The study period was from October 1, 2002 to the beginning of the war on 
20 March 2003. 
 
Summary of findings 
 
In brief we found that editorials in newspapers published by News Corporation 
all strongly supported the war while on Fox News the equivalent comments of 
program hosts were weighted strongly in favour of the attack. However, 
significant differences existed in the pitch of editorials between the various 
media outlets in different national media cultures.  In News Corporation’s op-ed 
opinion pages leading up to the March 20 2003 intervention in Iraq the case for 
an attack was made mainly by columnists and employees of News Corporation 
itself (rather than guest pundits such as government officials, specialists or other 
external sources). These columnists included Trevor Kavanagh and Richard 
Littlejohn on the Sun, John Podhoretz on the New York Post, Greg Sheridan on The 
Australian and Andrew Bolt on the Herald Sun. On Fox News the equivalent 
advocates were Bill O’Reilly and Sean Hannity.  
 
These voices expressed a set of common global themes around which the case for 
intervention was argued, such as: Iraq possessed weapons of mass destruction 
(WMD); hostility to the ‘self-interest’ of France and Europe compared with the 
presumed selflessness of the Bush Administration; historical comparisons which 
framed Bush and Blair as ‘Churchillian’ leaders fighting ‘appeasement’ by 
internal critics and countries opposed to the war; the equation of anti-war 
positions with support for Saddam Hussein; and hostility to other news media 
which reported opposition to war, notably the BBC, the ABC, and the ‘liberal 
media’ in general. 
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In the scope of the debate allowed on the op.ed. pages, however, clear differences 
existed between media outlets. Some such as The Australian and the Herald-Sun 
allowed a roughly equivalent number of articles between those in favour and 
those opposed. In the UK, The Times had a balance that was also about equal 
between articles in favour of war and articles either opposed or neutral, while in 
The Sun no substantial anti-war opinion was allowed. In the case of Fox News, 
the balance leant strongly to the pro-war side but anti-war voices were heard.  In 
the case of the New York Post no sustained anti-war opinion articles were 
published and the newspaper presented what amounts to a monolithic 
orthodoxy. It was, however, the only outlet that could be characterised as 
uniformly pro-war. We turn now to examine the coverage in each of the three 
countries studied.  
  
United States 
 
The New York Post  
 
The New York Post was an intense voice in favor of the proposed war on Iraq. In 
the 171 days in the research period between October 1 2002 and March 20 2003, 
the Post carried 63 editorials which favored the war, often couched in the most 
extreme terms. In its op. ed. opinion columns there was no debate on the reasons 
for going to war. Indeed, its only criticism of the US leadership centered on its 
not being pro-war enough. 
 
While the newspaper functioned as an advocate for the Bush administration it 
was no mere echo and this became apparent when it feared that the Bush 
administration was going ‘wobbly’ in March 2003. It urged the Bush 
administration to take the final step. ‘The longer [Bush and Blair] wait before 
doing what must be done, the less likely they will be able to pull the trigger’ (11 
March). On 13 March its editorial urged: ‘The time has come. Pull the trigger, Mr 
President’.  In the midst of the campaign, the Post’s publisher, Lachlan Murdoch, 
endorsed its editorial page which he said reflected both his and his father’s views 
(Strupp, 2002). 
 
The editorials in the period under study repeated certain themes which also 
occurred in other media outlets of News Corporation though often less 
stridently. The central one was the Post’s strong criticism of anyone who 
questioned the claim that Iraq possessed WMD. After UN weapons inspectors 
were sent back to Iraq in November 2002, the Post referred to them having a ‘laid 
back, nothing to see here, let’s go for coffee attitude’ (5 December). It referred to 
the UN weapons inspector Hans Blix’s ‘deliberate cover-up of convincing 
evidence of Iraq’s weapons of mass destruction’ (12 March).  
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A second theme of the editorials was criticism of ‘appeasement’ by France and 
other European countries. France was ‘chief Iraqi boot-licker’ (15 October) and 
the ‘complacent lackey’ of Germany, itself described as ‘the incubator of Nazism’ 
(24 January). When France refused to give UN Security Council approval of the 
attack, the Post called for a boycott of French goods, a move that was approved 
the following day by the White House (13,14 March). At the same time the Post 
published a front page headed ‘Axis of Weasels’ referring to France and other 
European critics. A third theme concerned the ‘liberal media’. One editorial 
excoriated all major TV networks for failing to switch live to a speech by Bush on 
Iraq. It later spoke of ‘the leftist mindset that pervades most of America’s large 
news organizations’ (31 December).  
 
On its op.ed pages in the research period the Post published 32 columns and 
articles which substantially dealt with the proposed war. All were in favor, with 
the vast bulk of them (25 of the 32) written by regular News Corporation 
journalists, a phenomenon which occurred in several other News Corporation 
media outlets. The rest were well known conservative figures such as Henry 
Kissinger, Michael Ledeen, Dick Morris and George F. Will. The most frequent 
commentator was the Post columnist John Podhoretz. Podhoretz was effusive in 
his praise for George W. Bush and repeated several common themes, including 
damning UN weapons inspectors, the French government, anti-war protestors 
and the liberal media.  The New York Times ‘proudly abdicated all political, 
moral, social and journalistic responsibility’ in the matter (25 February). Other 
critics were ‘politically psychotic’ (11 March 03). On the eve of war, John 
Podhoretz lashed out at ‘peaceniks’ crying ‘crocodile tears about Iraqi civilians’ 
(20 March 03).  
 
Other contributors similarly mounted the case for war. Neoconservative Michael 
Ledeen claimed knowledge about the ‘current working relationship between the 
Al Qaeda survivors and the Iraqi regime’ and a ‘terrorist sleeper network’ inside 
the US. (October 7 2002). A retired army officer, Ralph Peters (also a Fox News 
Contributor) described some Democrat congressmen as ‘Saddam’s defenders’ (11 
October). In January a Post journalist, Jonathan Foreman, called on the American 
part-owners of the British Daily Mirror to stop subsidizing ‘a mouthpiece for 
some of the most venomous anti-Americanism in Europe’ (31 January).  
 
Fox News  
 
In the period before the Iraq invasion the intensity of support for the war by the 
cable news channel Fox News was widely remarked upon. The New York Times 
spoke of the ‘Fox effect’ describing the spread of aggressively conservative 
stances to other cable channels and beyond (Rutenberg, 2003). During the first 
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week of the war, Fox News’s ratings surged to average 5.6 million viewers to 
CNN’s  4.4m, a lead later consolidated. 
 
Fox News has been the subject of considerable research. One major study of 
public opinion found that many Americans held a number of false beliefs about 
Iraq and that these were highly related to support for the war in Iraq (Kull et al. 
2003). While misperceptions existed from many viewers of network TV, the 
study found that ‘Fox was the news source whose viewers had the most 
misperceptions’. The misperception that there were close links between Al Qaeda 
and Iraq ‘was substantially higher among those who get their news primarily 
from Fox’ (p.583). Castells (2009, pp. 1659-60) also notes a correlation between 
Fox-watching and belief in a connection between Iraq and the September 11 
attack.  
 
Viewers of Fox also had the highest rate of belief that the US had actually found 
weapons on mass destruction after its invasion of Iraq. A study by Harvard 
University researchers found that in 2004 Fox News watchers followed the 
progress of the Iraq war with more intensity than others but that their 
knowledge of the facts was flawed, for example, tending to underestimate US 
casualties (Morris, 2005, pp. 71-72). A study of the sources of comment on US 
cable and networks TV in the immediate aftermath of the invasion found a heavy 
emphasis on current and former US military personnel. On Fox News 81 percent 
of the sources were pro-war, the highest of any network (Rendall and Broughel, 
2003). Aday et al studied American network and cable television in the first 
month of the war. They found American television offered but a ‘sanitized’ 
portrait of war ‘free of bloodshed, dissent and diplomacy but full of exciting 
weaponry, splashy graphics and heroic solders’ and that Fox News took this 
several steps further, particularly by the use of the first person plural (we) when 
describing coalition forces and the United States’ (2005, p.18)  
 
On Fox’s two key programs, Hannity and Colmes and The O’Reilly Factor the 
selection of guests is crucial to the balance of opinion permitted expression. Our 
study examined these programs over three two-week periods in November 2002, 
January 2003 and March 2003. A total of 108 guests appeared in these six weeks 
to debate Iraq. Of these 70 expressed pro-war views and 38 opposed the war. 
This skewing is not surprising, given commonplace assumptions about the 
editorial uniformity of News Corporation on this issue, but the presence of 
opposition viewpoints is significant. On the other hand, a striking feature 
emerges when the identity of the guests is examined. Supporters of the looming 
war were frequently well known figures while opponents were far less well 
known, in some cases obscure activists. In the first fortnight of March 2003 on 
Hannity and Colmes, the 19 pro-war guests included many high ranking former 
officials from the Reagan administration, such as assistant Defence Secretary 
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Richard Perle, Education Secretary, William Bennett, and Secretary of State, 
Lawrence Eagleburger. By contrast the nine guests who articulated the case 
against the war were largely unknown individuals on a national program. Two 
were antiwar activists, one of whom had just been arrested, two were junior 
Democrat congressmen.  
 
In the same two weeks, The O’Reilly Factor invited 15 pro-war guests and eight 
anti-war guests. O’Reilly began most programs with a personal editorial, called a 
‘Talking Points Memo’. Five of these editorials promoted intervention. On 5 
March O’Reilly addressed the 37 percent of Americans who opposed dislodging 
Saddam Hussein, warning that ‘we have entered the most dangerous period of 
American history ever. The terrorists will kill you and your family. The nations 
like Iraq and North Korea have the ability to provide those terrorist with 
doomsday weapons.’ Three other editorials attacked France and Russia and 
clamed their opposition to war was motivated by trade interests. Such comments 
reinforce the findings of a study which found O’Reilly used 1930s ‘propaganda’ 
techniques (Conway et al. 2007, pp.199-200; 215-16).  
 
Finally, the editorial concept of Hannity and Colmes is that Hannity represents 
conservative views and co-host, Alan Colmes is a liberal. This appearance of 
balance is undermined by Hannity’s domineering presence and Colmes’ 
timidity. Nevertheless, on several occasions Colmes challenged pro-war 
advocates about the evidence for Iraq’s alleged possession of WMD and links 
with Al Qaeda.  
 
News Corporation in the United Kingdom 
 
In the UK two of News Corporation’s main newspaper titles are the Sun and the 
Times. This section considers these titles’ editorials and commentary coverage of 
the Iraq invasion.  
 
The Sun 
 
In the six months leading up to the ground invasion of Iraq the Sun, the United 
Kingdom’s largest selling daily newspaper, provided sustained support for 
military action in Iraq and the leadership of both Blair and Bush. Of 67 Sun 
editorials that commented on the Iraq situation, all were broadly pro-war. The 
Sun articulated the case for military intervention by highlighting favorable moral 
and political arguments and deriding those opposed to the conflict. Its editorials 
claimed that Iraq represented a direct threat to the British public through the 
regime’s support of international terrorism and its possession of weapons of 
mass destruction. As the conflict moved closer, editorials also started focusing on 
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the human rights abuses of the Hussein regime and the suffering of the Iraqi 
people. 
 
The earliest editorials praised the leadership of Bush and Blair. In October 2002 
the Sun argued that the British Prime Minister was ‘a man at the peak of his form 
and the country is better for it’ (October 2). Blair and Bush were described as 
‘making hard choices and doing what is right’  (February 13). Five days later an 
editorial supported Blair’s attempts to persuade France and Germany of the 
necessity of war; stating that his ‘performance so far in this crisis has been 
faultless’ and that he ‘shows the rest of Europe the true meaning of leadership’ 
(February 18).  
 
The Sun  compared the current politicians with historical figures. Blair ‘like 
Churchill’ understood that ‘when jaw-jaw fails, war-war often must follow’ 
(October 4) By March he had ‘won his place in history alongside Churchill and 
Thatcher’ with an editorial praising ‘the most momentous speech of his political 
life’ where Blair had harnessed ‘the ringing tones from Churchill, (and) the cold 
logic of Thatcher’ (March 19). While Blair and Bush were portrayed as strong 
leaders, the UN came under fire for its weakness. Throughout the study period 
The Sun was highly critical of the Iraq weapons inspections and, more broadly, 
the UN itself (January 28; February 27). The Sun argued that ‘War is an evil - but 
the greater evil is to allow a man to continue building weapons of mass 
destruction that he WILL use on Israel -and possibly us as well’ (December 27). 
Editorials reassured the readership that evidence of the direct Iraqi threat to the 
UK could only be located after military action. The justification for the war 
would emerge after a successful military intervention (January 28). A later 
editorial envisioned a post-Iraq war ‘New World Order’ where ‘America will 
emerge all-powerful with Britain at its side’ (March 18).  
 
As in the US, political figures and anti-war protesters alike were subjected to 
unrelenting criticism from the newspaper’s editorials and opinion pieces.  Chris 
Roycroft-Davis, chief leader writer of The Sun, had asked ‘what is it about Europe 
that makes its leaders so spineless and self-centred?’ (October 28). Editorials 
would repeatedly claim that France and Germany ‘are on nobody's side but their 
own’ (January 14) and calling them ‘weasels’, mimicking the style of the New 
York Post (February 11).  In February The Sun published a special “Parisian 
edition” of the newspaper. This was distributed in the French capital and 
attempted to convince the Parisians that their President should not be opposing 
the invasion of Iraq.  The anti-war movement within the UK was also dismissed. 
‘Old Labour’ MPs such as Glenda Jackson were described as ‘stupid’ and simply 
‘pumping out the anti-American poison over Iraq’ (February 12). The February 
15th “Stop The War” protests which millions took part in were rejected by the 
newspaper because ‘Fifty-eight million other Brits DIDN'T march on London’. 
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On the eve of war The Sun attacked ‘the weasel voices of the wobblers’ who 
‘should belt up’ (March 4).  
 
On The Sun’s op. ed. pages and regular columns there was almost no debate 
about whether to go to war with Iraq, or criticism of the US and UK claims about 
Iraqi weapons of mass destruction. Of 41 such articles only one was against the 
war. This was written by former Labour minister Chris Smith and argued that 
‘the present time is not right to go to war in Iraq’ and that ‘weapons inspectors 
need more time to do their jobs’ (February 27). Trevor Kavanagh, the 
newspaper’s political editor between 1983 and 2005, was vociferous in his 
arguement that ‘Iraq and terrorism are not separate issues’ (October 15) and that 
unseating Hussein would provide ‘a massive boost to the war against terrorism’ 
as ‘whether he has links with Al Qaeda or not, Saddam is a sinister sponsor of 
terror’ (January 14). A February article asserted that a war in Iraq would be fully 
justified as ‘we KNOW Saddam has these weapons’  (February 18). Regular Sun 
columnist Richard Littlejohn dedicated the majority of his columns on Iraq to 
attacking those who opposed war. Clare Short, the UK Secretary of State for 
International Development, who had been critical of a potential military solution 
in Iraq was described as ‘a ruthless, ambitious politician, who never lets her 
convictions get in the way of her own career’ (January 3). The case for war was 
obvious; Hussein possessed weapons of mass destruction. ‘He's got them. We 
know he's got them. He knows that we know he's got them’ (January 14).  
 
The Times 
 
Over the study period editorials and comment pieces in The Times displayed a 
more nuanced style (if still pro-war) than The Sun. Of 64 editorials focused on the 
Iraq situation 61 were in support of military action and three were neutral. 
However, these editorials did not simply provide unfettered support for military 
action. Instead, Times editorials drew out the wider political implications of the 
war and engaged with the diplomatic machinations that surrounded the path to 
invading Iraq. As the war drew nearer the editorials hardened in their support 
and in their attacks on individuals and groups opposed to military action.  
 
The themes of the Times editorials were broadly the same as those of The Sun: 
support for Blair and Bush’s leadership, attacks on France, Germany and the 
anti-war movement and the establishment of the idea that any conflict in Iraq 
would be a “just war”. The Times’ leader writers repeatedly expressed a strong 
pro-US line, accentuating what it viewed as the sophistication of the US-led 
policy.  Editorials were equally able to address the fact that public support for 
war lagged behind the enthusiastic coverage provided by News Corporation 
titles, contending that in order to achieve results and convince the public, the US 
and UK needed to make their case for war as ‘precisely as possible’ as they could 
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not ‘expect to make ground unless they are willing to turn up the volume’ 
(January 27). By the end of January 2003, an editorial proposed that ‘there is 
virtually no reasonable person who does not accept that Saddam has sought to 
develop weapons of mass destruction (January 27).  
 
In common with The Sun, The Times dedicated much editorial space to criticising 
those opposed to the war. Again, France would come in for several attacks as it 
continued what the Times called ‘aggrandizing grandstanding’ through its 
opposition to the war (January 14). The choice over Iraq was clear: either to join 
the US as a ‘notable military presence’ in their ‘inevitable victory’ in Iraq or join 
‘other European Union States spluttering on the sidelines’ (January 14). The Times 
empathised with those who ‘despair of a continent that is always willing to call 
on the US cavalry to sort out its own catastrophes from Belsen to Bosnia, but 
deems any American intervention elsewhere as unilateralism’ (January 30).  
 
The op-ed pages of The Times during the period of study presented a relatively 
balanced approach. Of the 71 articles that dealt with the issue of Iraq, 36 were in 
support of the war, 26 opposed military action and 9 were neutral. In October, 
Tim Hames, The Times’ chief leader writer and regular columnist, wrote that ‘the 
notion that a struggle with Iraq represents some sort of “distraction” from the 
war on terror is almost comical’. He continued by attacking what he described as 
the ‘grotesque recent grandstanding’ of Chirac (October 28). By January, Hames 
was calling for Tony Blair to ‘hit the television screens to drum up support’ for 
the war (January 13). Former Times Editor William Rees-Mogg highlighted 
Russia’s ‘financial interests’ in Iraq.  (January 20).  
 
The most frequent voice against military action in Iraq was that of former Times 
editor and columnist Simon Jenkins. Jenkins used his comment pieces to argue 
that ‘it defies common sense to light a fuse under Islamic militancy with a pre-
emptive war on Iraq’ (October 16).  Despite some praise for Blair’s political 
acumen, ultimately Jenkins felt that ‘to no one can Iraq be said to pose a 
sovereign threat sufficient to require a pre-emptive war’ (January 1).  On the eve 
of the war The Times published a piece in which he asserted that soon ‘Britain 
will be at war with an Arab country that offers no threat to it or anyone’ 
(February 19).  Other anti-war comment pieces, such as Anatole Kaletsky’s 
January op.ed, said that ‘the greatest danger of a spectacular attack from Osama 
Bin Laden will come the day after President Bush ousts Saddam Hussein’ 
(January 9).  
 
In the UK case, it is clear that there was much more expression of anti-war 
opinion – by authoritative commentators such as Simon Jenkins – than in the red 
top Sun on the one hand, and the US outlets on the other. This can be read as 
acceptance up to the proprietorial level of the fact that different outlets require a 
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different approach to readers. Times readers can be assumed by News 
Corporation managers to be better informed about Iraq, and less amenable to 
jingoistic propaganda. The market, if it does not make the Times anti-war, 
certainly drives a much more balanced coverage. Similarly, the more skeptical 
stance of public opinion in the UK as opposed to the US required a more 
nuanced approach to the issue, and more legitimacy extended to the anti-war 
arguments. Just as Sky News in the UK has never operated in the same way as 
Fox News in the US, largely because the highly regulated, impartially mandated 
UK broadcast news market would not have a place for tabloid TV of the type 
seen on Fox (McNair, 2009, p.37), so News Corporation’s press titles in the UK 
faced a very different political environment – at that timeby then, New Labour 
were in their second term - than has been seen in recent years in the US.   
 
News Corporation in Australia 
 
Australia was a key ally of the Bush administration over Iraq and News 
Corporation’s newspapers dominate the printed word in Australia, with 70% of 
that country’s city readership.  We studied the flagship daily, The Australian and 
Australia’s biggest selling newspaper, the tabloid Herald-Sun. The editorials of 
both strongly supported the intervention and each paper carried extensive 
debate about the looming war. Australia is also the sole instance of a dissident 
view being heard within the editorials of a News Corporation newspaper. This 
was from the Hobart Mercury, on the island state of Tasmania, which argued in 
September 2002 that it ‘would be wrong for the US to pre-emptively attack Iraq. 
It would be wrong for Australia to ride shotgun to any unilateral US assault on 
the hated regime of Saddam Hussein’ (12 September). After a written directive 
from company headquarters the newspaper’s stance changed dramatically 
(Manne, 2005, p.76). By early 2003 its editorials argued that Australia was 
compelled to contribute troops to an attack.  
 
The Australian  
 
In the study period, The Australian was an unwavering national voice supporting 
the intervention.  Of its 26 editorials dealing with Iraq, two were neutral and 24 
strongly articulated the three key arguments of the Bush administration: 
conflating support for the war on terror with an attack on Iraq;  accepting that 
Iraq had weapons of mass destruction; and arguing that Saddam Hussein’s 
regime was so brutal it deserved to be overthrown. The editorials also heaped 
scorn on critics of the war, such as the Labor Opposition leader, Simon Crean 
and on anti-war protesters. 
 
The study period began with the Bali bombing in Indonesia which killed 88 
Australians and emphasized the danger of terrorism to many Australians. The 
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Australian seized on this to help build the case for war. ‘In Bali they had car 
bombs. The destruction would be unthinkable if these same terrorists had 
weapons of mass destruction courtesy of Saddam Hussein’ (October 14). Quoting 
Winston Churchill it later said there was ‘no safety in appeasement’ (19 
December). As the new year opened The Australian brushed aside the fact that 
UN inspectors in Iraq had failed to find WMDs. This simply demonstrated that 
‘the Iraqis are masters of deceit and delay’(2 January 2003). When weapons 
inspector Hans Blix reported no proof of the manufacture of WMD, The 
Australian repeated that Hussein was ‘a master of delay and obfuscation’ (29 
January 03).  
 
In the following six weeks leading to the invasion, the flagship newspaper 
devoted 15 editorials to supporting the US case for war. Assuming that Iraq had 
WMD, they argued that ‘appeasement is not an option’ and the ‘failure to disarm  
Hussein … would be condemned by future generations’ (5 February). In this 
period it attacked the Labor Opposition leader for trying to ‘cash in on public 
opposition to military action’ (February 7) and for ‘playing the populist anti-war 
card’ (February 8-9).  During February there were massive protests against the 
war but these were ‘hijacked by the far Left’ and gave ‘comfort’ to Saddam 
Hussein (22-23 February). By late February it pointed out that the US and its 
allies would disarm Iraq if the UN Security Council failed to endorse military 
action. The ‘best result’ would be for Saddam Hussein to ‘realise the game is up 
and disarm’ but, as we now know, this was impossible since Saddam had no 
weapons of mass destruction.  The newspaper attacked France after it vetoed 
support by the UN Security Council for the invasion. And like its stablemates, it 
did so using national stereotypes, referring to ‘the French, whose distaste for all 
things American is dwarfed only by their national self-regard’ (13 March).  
 
In spite of its aggressive editorial stance, debate on its comment or op. ed. page 
acknowledged that public opinion was deeply divided. Nevertheless, debate was 
skewed to the pro-war side.  Out of a total of 79 articles on Iraq published 
between October 1 and the March invasion, 44 supported the case for war while 
28 opposed war and seven were neutral. Of the 44 pro-war articles, just over half 
(23) came from writers or columnists of News Corporation itself. Other were 
reprints of articles in the New York Post and Weekly Standard, both News 
Corporation titles. The most consistent pro-war voice was the newspaper’s 
foreign editor Greg Sheridan, who argued that George W. Bush ‘is really a 
modern Winston Churchill’ (23 January). Evidence for the intervention was 
overwhelming. Iraq was co-operating with Al Qaeda and its diplomats had 
facilitated meetings with Al Qaeda operatives’ (10 March). Moreover, ‘no serious 
figure in the debate anywhere believes Iraq does not have such weapons’ (13 
March).  
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The Herald-Sun  
 
The Herald-Sun’s editorial support for the attack on Iraq was conveyed in a more 
cautious tone compared to other media outlets in the News Corporation fold. In 
the study period it published 21 editorials which discussed the Iraq issue. 
Thirteen argued the case for invasion, with the remaining eight being neutral, 
refraining from direct justification for the attack.  Nevertheless, during 2002-2003 
the Herald-Sun supported the case for military intervention. At each stage, when 
the US was faced with criticism or dissidence, either in the UN Security Council 
or within Australian politics, the newspaper offered sympathy for the Bush 
administration, support for its ally, the conservative Australian government, and 
scorn for the opposition Labor Party’s policy of opposing the invasion. 
 
In its Christmas 2002 editorial on the desire for peace, the newspaper framed 
opposition to the attack as a form of ‘appeasement’. ‘The world learned the hard 
way at Munich in the late 1930s not to give in to the demands of a dictator’ (25 
December). In a more critical and detached tone, in the new year the newspaper 
warned the US was entering ‘dangerous territory’ if reports that it planned to 
assassinate Hussein were true (22 January). When Australian troops departed for 
Iraq in January 2003, the Labor Opposition leader farewelled them and stated 
that he opposed the looming war. The Herald-Sun attacked him and warned that 
he ‘risks being accused at best of political opportunism, at worst of toadying to 
Labor’s loony left and its fellow travelers in the Greens and Democrats’ (24 
January). A few days later the newspaper addressed growing anti-Muslim 
sentiment, urging its readers to refrain ‘from pandering to xenophobia towards 
Australians of differing cultural backgrounds, particularly Middle Eastern 
ethnicity and the Muslim religion’ (27 January). Shortly afterward it argued ‘A 
rogue state suspected of amassing  terrible weapons is a threat to the world. But 
war on Baghdad must have UN sanction (29 January). 
 
The Herald-Sun’s nuanced attitude to Iraq was grounded in the local political 
conflict between the Howard government and the Labor Opposition and anti-
war protests. A number of editorials refused to acknowledge the legitimacy of 
Labor’s opposition to the war and criticised it for ‘opportunism’ and ‘anti- 
Americanism’ (6, 13 February). Labor’s stance ‘threatens to split further an 
already divided nation’ (7 February). The newspaper attacked the anti-war 
movement in several editorials. In mid-February Australians took part of world 
wide protests which were described as  an ‘unconditional demand for peace at 
any price [which] is simplistic and naïve’ and ‘will have comforted Saddam’ (17 
February). On the eve of war its editorials hardened. Anti-war students were 
‘manipulated by professional activists’ (6 March). The anti-war Labor Party 
expressed ‘simplistic and transparent anti-Americanism’ (19 March). 
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On the Herald-Sun’s op. ed. page, articles and columns arguing for or against the 
Iraq war were balanced, with 30 opposing  and 28 supporting in the study 
period. Given the deep hostility toward France of other News Corporation 
media, the Herald-Sun, surprisingly, gave a page to the French ambassador to 
make his case.  But the study also reveals the disproportionate role played by 
News Corporation’s own staff in making the case for war. Of the 28 pro-war 
articles on the op.ed. page, the majority (16) were written the newspaper’s high 
profile columnist, Andrew Bolt. Echoing themes from the American Right, Bolt 
argued the case for war in terms of defending Western values and promoting 
freedom. Critics of the war opposed democracy and supported terrorism.  
Opponents of the war were  ‘in effect, pro-terrorist’ (December 5). Bolt had no 
doubt Saddam had weapons of mass destruction and was on the way to building 
a nuclear bomb (January 30). World-wide anti-war protests were organized by 
communists and the marchers were full of ‘self loathing hatred of our civilization 
and its freedoms’ (February 20). On the eve of war, he repeated the claim that 
Saddam would soon have a nuclear bomb (March 10).  
 
Conclusions  
 
While this study amply demonstrates the kind of editorial conformity in political 
coverage which the political economy model predicts, it also suggests the need 
for caution in assuming operational uniformity across multiple media outlets 
with a common owner.  It is clear, on the one hand, that there is a strong 
connection between the views of CEO Rupert Murdoch and those broadly 
expressed by his news media and that this is attributable to his ownership 
(McKnight 2010). But the finding that different outlets varied considerably in the 
intensity of their support for the war is significant. The difference between the 
jingoistic populism of the New York Post and the cautious support for the war by 
the Melbourne Herald Sun is noteworthy, though ultimately their positions were 
variations on a theme of support for the war. The Herald Sun is a mid-market  
paper, closer to what used to be called a tabloid than a broadsheet in content and 
style. The variation may also be related to the fact that Melbourne, home city of 
the Herald Sun, was a centre of anti-war activity. 
 
The varied degree of toleration of anti-war sentiments on the op. ed. pages of the 
newspapers and on Fox also suggests both a significant degree of local 
autonomy, based on calculations of local political environments, and concern for 
the varying tolerances of different readerships. The lack of acknowledgement 
that the anti-war case deserved a hearing by the Sun and the New York Post 
suggests that these newspapers became entirely political (even ideological) 
vehicles at a time of crisis. The presence of debate within the Times, Australian, 
and the Herald Sun demonstrate that editorial diversity is possible within News 
Corporation. Local autonomy within News Corporation has also been 
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recognized by Cushion and Lewis (2009) who studied whether ‘Foxification’ was 
occurring in Murdoch’s British television holdings. Their study suggests that in 
spite of common ownership, Murdoch-owned entities are strongly affected by 
local laws and political culture. Our findings confirm this analysis.  
 
In News Corporation, the intensity of these partisan opinions and the 
preparedness of the corporation to take a global political position is combined 
with local variations (caution vs. stridency; tolerance for debate) and this 
suggests that Murdoch’s approach hasis usually been flexible and pragmatic 
enough to adapt to local political environments and local audiences in pursuing 
long term positions.  
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